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Class time
rumors

Power Shift
'07

BY KELCY CUNNINGHAM

Power Shift 07'will
seek to shift power into
student hands

Nor'easter Staff
Over the past several weeks,
rumors have been circulating
that many upper division classes
would only be offered at late afternoon and evening times in the
spring. However, the Registrar's
office would like the students to
know that this is not true.
The Psychology and Sociology departments were expected
to be affected the greatest, but
little has changed in their overall
schedules. As of right now in the
spring schedule, the latest time
an upper division Sociology class
meets is 4:00 P.M., and the latest
time an upper division Psychology
class meets is 5:30 P.M. Psychology 310: Children and Stress, is
offered at this time by the request
of the faculty member teaching
it.
Several faculty members expressed concern that there would
not be a sufficient number of
available classes to accommodate
the growing number of students.
Currently, ·classes are at a 93%
capacity, with many classes meeting in rooms not designed for the
purpose of the class. The current
freshman class has 200 more students than the previous freshman
class. This increase in student.enrollment has caused an issue with
classroom availability, and has led
to the adding of courses earlier in
the day as well as later in the day.
Dr. Kevin Stanley, the registrar, stated that there was, "No
forcing classes in the evening."
Please see CLASSES, page 4

BY MEGAN CADIGAN
Nor'easter Staff
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ABOUT TO BREAK GROUND: From left to right, General Brent Scowcroft, President Danielle Ripich, former President
George H.W. Bush and First Lady Barbara Bush prepare to break ground.

Breaking new ground with the Bushs
MARISSA SIMOES
Nor'easter Staff
Silver and blue ribboned
shovels in hand, former President
George H. W. Bush and his wife
Barbafa broke ground on rhe soon
to be addition to the University of
New England: The George and
Barbara Bush Center.
With former National Security Advisor General Brent Scowcroft and University President
Danielle Ripich by their sides,
Mr. and Mrs. Bush gave not only
their illustrious names to the center, but their personal interest and
pride in the institution as well.
In a humorous, albeit, sincere
speech, Bush remarked, "Barbara

and I, in our hearts, know no
bounds to what we feel about this
project."
Yet what does this new project mean for you, students of the
University of New England?
For one, Starbucks Coffee.
For college students, what
would life be without an unhealthy dose of caffeine? The
Learning Commons Cyber Cafe,
taking the name The Windward
Cafe, will provide a coffee house
and student union atmosphere.
The Bush Center will connect from the bottom floor of the
library, putting the St. Francis
room and the rest of the lower
level to new use.
Ripich commented on the

changes that will be instituted in
regard to the library expansion,
"We're looking to greatly expand the library hours for study.
It will allow us to, we're hoping,
keep the library open 24/7. And
we're going to allow food or coffee throughout .the library. We're
changing the whole nature of how
we use that building. I think it's
going to be wonderful."
Ripich also goes on to describe, with excitement, the promises the Windward Cafe offers. A
small stage will provide for a relaxed, live rriusic setting as a community commons. "It's not just
what we're doing in the classroom
that's elevating our reputation,
Please see BUSH, page 2

Global warming is becoming more of a problem every year.
The future of the planet could be
in danger and something needs
to be done about it. UNE student
Lauren Opie is one such person
willing to take a stand. She is
the campus organizer for Power
Shift '07 and is trying to get as
many people possible to attend
this symposium.
Power Shift '07 is the first,
and largest, youth organized
conference and climate change
symposium. When asked why
she is organizing such an event
she replied, 'Tm doing this to be
an active student and because it is
the start of a revolution."
Students from over 200
universities across the nation
are coming together on November 2-5 in Washington, D.C. to
have their voices heard as they
speak about the dangers of global
warming.Power Shift '07 has the
goal of getting 2,500 students to
attend.
Currently, the summit has
1,500 students scheduled to attend, and it is growing larger by
the day. This organization has
three goals: make the U.S. Presidential candidates and Congress
take global warming seriously,
empower a diverse network of
Please see SHIFT, page 3

UNECOM breaks ground
Bring on the Pickus
Center for Biomedical
Research
BYTYLER RAYMOND
Nor'easter Staff
On the morning of October 7, UNE sailed forward into
deeper and unfamiliar waters
The university broke ground on
the Pickus Center for Biomedical
Research-the first building at
UNE solely devoted to research.
This ceremony represented a continuation of the voyage set forth
by President Ripich for the expansion and progression of the
university during her reign. In attendance were administrator , the
MORENEWS
TRU TEES: Learn about the Student
Trustees on the WCC & UC. Page 3.
HU, 'GRY. odexho's effort to make
"Cans Across America" a success. Page 3.

Board of Trustees, faculty, staff
and students from UNE, as well
as legislators from around the
state including Biddeford Mayor
Wallace Nutting and Maine Governor John Baldacci.
The ceremony kicked off
with opening remarks from John
Richardson, the commissioner of
the Department of Economic and
Community Development for the
State of Maine. He reminded everyone of the tremendous leadership and bipartisan support needed for success with such a project.
He also informed those gathered
that they would remain committed to the people in the State of
Maine in the biomedical comUNIVERSITY RELATIONS, UNE
munity.
CEREMONY: From left to right, Commissioner John Richardson, Governor John Baldacci, Student Trustee Ryan Smith, President
Please see UNECOM, page 2 Danielle Ripich, and Board ofTrustee Chair Vincent Furey,Jr. at the Pickus Center groundbreaking.
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NOAH HARRISON: U, E grad releases 2nd album
entitled, It May Only Be Ignorance. Story, Page 11.
ALSO:, 'e" Portland Museum of Art exhibit featuring the Scott M. Black Collection: Impressionism and the
Modern Age. Story, Page 12.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: A
NEW POWERHOUSE. Page 8.
f en's Basketball success. Page 8.
ALSO: Men's Ice Hockey at UNE.

Page 9.

OPINION:
SURVEY: Sode.'Cho survey results.

Page 13.
EDITORIAL:
For better or for worse. Page 14.
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but this helps us create an academic community in a new way...
It's the coming together place
that we haven't had in the past,"
said Ripich.
Aside from delicious coffee, the Bush Center will help
to enhance the academic community. Provost Jacques Carter,
who has seen the project in all
it's stages, believes it will begin to
bring a certain diversity that the
University of New England lacks.
"Students come to the campus to
study a variety of subject matter
so that they can go through the
educational stage and be transformed. They kind of expect the
campus facilities to reflect their
diversity. We are a comprehensive university. We do not have
all the facilities we need, yet, to
reflect that. You don't really see
the identity, the physical structure
of these other programs, like history, political science and English.
This building will begin to build
some of that in, " Carter stated.
Other than the Gregory Annex, the campus' resident trailer,
there has been little devoted to
the arts. On the second floor of
the Bush Center, there will be
exhibit space that will not only
house memorabilia of President
Bush's life in Maine but can also

UNECOM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Governor Baldacci further
stressed the strength of this commitment when he said, "This research offers to keep people alive
longer with a high quality of life."
In his speech, the governor explained that he wants students to
know that the State of Maine is
here for them and working to give
people better chances. The Pickus
Center is an example of the many
ways in which the children of
Maine are being given better opportunities locally, to deter them
from leaving the state.
The new Pickus Center will
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be used to showcase exceptional
student work.
Also on the second floor
of the building there will be a
digital library. This will attempt
to bridge a relationship between
the Presidential Library at Texas
A&M University, set up by former President Bush. There will be
an exchange of documents, speakers and possibly even a teacher
exchange and student intern program.
A fifty to sixty person board
room will also be added onto the
second floor, for administrative
and student meetings as well.
On the third floor is where
students will be able to find their
administrators. President Ripich,
Provost Carter, the Vice President
of Finance, and the Institutional
Advancement Vice President
(who will have a satellite office)
will all reside on the top floor of
the Bush Center.
The Bush Center is only one
small part in a huge movement to
make the University of New England into a larger, distinct institution. Many plans are in the works,
most of which are huge improvements for the campus. There are
hopes for connecting the Bush
Center into a possible arboretum;
transforming the River Parking
Lot and using the Saco River to
its beautiful advantage. Provost
Carter insinuated wanting to

turn this space into a green area
used for theater and music in the
summer. Furthermore, it would
require improving our athletic facilities, using the land UNE owns
across route nine. Carter said,
"This new center will start a ripple
effect."
It is indeed a momentous
addition to the UNE community and this is where students
come in. It is up to the students
to make sure these improvements

and advancements are made.
Carter reinforced the student's power to invoke change,
stating, "It's helpful for students
to keep the pressure on the persons in administrative positions
to let them know that you want
these kinds of facilities, that you
want us to continue working hard
to make the college more diverse.
Students have a much stronger
voice than they may think they
do. I've been here for 16 years

and I know the real change comes
from the pressure the students
bring to the issues."
First Lady Barbara Bush's
advice for the students of the
University of New England was
simple but meaningful, stating,
"You may not like it but my advice is always do what you think
is right. Don't worry about what
other people think. Do what you
feel in your heart is right and
you'll live a perfect life."

allow UNE to attract and retain
future generations of researchers,
provide valued research experience to its students, while maintaining a team of faculty members
who are committed to improving
the practice of medicine. During
the closing ceremony President
Ripich stressed the importance of
reaching milestones such as the
Pickus Center stating, "May this
new place be a place of learning,
explanation, and invention."
As the students are well
aware, the ground was literally
blown to pieces prior to the ceremony, therefore, shovels were
unnecessary in the traditional
first dig. Instead, our very own

Ryan Smith, a second-year medical student and student trustee,
took a more theatrical approach.
Smith concluded the ceremony
by breaking a champagne bottle
over a steel beam, which will
be used in the construction of
the Pickus Center. When asked
how it felt to be on center stage
for such a remarkable ceremony
Smith replied, "I was very honored to be asked to christen the
site of the future Pickus Center
for Biomedical Research. This is
truly the start of a new and exciting chapter in the development of
the university as a national leader
in biomedical research and undergraduate, graduate, and osteo-

pathic medical education."
Following the ceremony the
university hosted a champagne
brunch. Many were honored during the brunch for their hard work,
generous support, and continued
efforts in making this project a
reality. Among them were Sandra
Featherman, president emeritus
and Erin Peck, associate director
of development. Dr. Owen Pickus
and Dr. Peter Morgane were also
recognized for their generous
support.
Dr. Pickus and his wife Dr.
Geraldine Ollila-Pickus are alumni ofUNECOM. Dr. Pickus also
serves as a member of the UNE
Board of Trustees. His initial
grant of one million dollars began
the campaign and encouraged
other donors. More recently, Pe-

ter Morgane, Ph.D., a researcher
and professor of Pharmacology at
UNECOM, contributed one million dollars in the natne of his late
wife Cecile. He has also issued a
$300,000 fundraising challenge
and will donate an additional
$300,000 if it is matched by December. Dr. Morgane shared a
four foot bottle of champagne
with the attendees while he and
Dr. Pickus shared their thoughts
on past achievements and future
wishes for UNE.
The ceremony served as a reminder to both the importance of
research and the significance of
giving back to UNE as alumni.
This center will benefit generations of UNE students and will
strengthen any degree bearing its
name.

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS, UNE
BUSH CENTER: Artist rendition of the George and Barbara Bush Center.

SECURITY REPORT
OCTOBER 1 - OCTOBER 25
Wednesday, October 3
• Student identified suspicious
person

Sunday, October 7
• Assault observed between
a male and female on Hills
Beach Rd.
Monday, October 8
• The control panel for the elevator was smashed in East
Hall
Friday, October 12
• Featherman elevator was
stuck between floors with
two students on board.

JEAN! REAGAN, UNE

KEY PLAYERS: Owen Pickus, D.O. (left), Peter Morganc, Ph.D. (center), and Erin Peck (right) during the champagne brunch at
the groundbreaking for the Pickus Center for Biomedical Rcscarch.

Monday, October 15
• Officer dispatched to Alfond
for a burst pipe with unknown liquid spraying out.

Friday, October 19
• Officer spotted suspicious vehicle running with lights off,
in the back of the parking lot.
Turned out to be two adults
engaged in sexual contact
Monday, October 22
• East Hall vandalism
Tuesday, October 23
• Officer dispatched to Stella
Maris for a housekeeper who
was stuck by needle in common trash container.
Thursday, October 25
• One of the portable potty's was tipped over on the
ground
-University ofNew England
Department ofSafety and Security
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young leaders, and finally, achieve
broad geographic diversity. Not
only will students from across the
nation be present, but there will
be major guest speakers attending; including Judy Bonds, Carol
Browner, and Bill McK.ibben just
to name a few. Some unconfirmed
guests include Chris Rock, Al
Gore, Spike Lee, Nelson Mandela, and Jimmy Carter.
On Friday, November 2, students from UNE will be driving
down to Washington, D.C. There,
they will be camping along three
miles outside of college park.
It will be a two-day conference
filled with guest speakers, workshops, panels, presentations, a career fair, and much more. This will
be followed by rallying and lobbying on Capitol Hill on Monday,
November 5, which will be the
largest day oflobbying for climate

NOR'EASTER NEWS

change ever. Students will also
reach the offices of the Senate and
House of Representatives to propose that action be taken against
global warming, by doing things
according to the science-based
priorities of the lSky Campaign.
The lSky Campaign suggests that
.five million green jobs are created,
conserving 20% of our energy by
the year 2015. It also proposes
to cut carbon 80% by 2050 and
freeze carbon pollution levels by
at least 30% by the year 2020, and
to enact an immediate halt on
new coal-fired power plants.
It's time for our country's
leaders to start taking action-this
will be an event that they won't be
able to ignore. For more information on Power Surge 2007, visit
their website http://powershift07.
org/. If you are interested in being
an active student and want to attend this once in a life time opportunity, contact Lauren Opie at
lopie@mail.une.edu.

Nor'easter Staff
The University of New England may be able to help set a
new Guinness world record while
making a significant contribution
in the fight .agaiqst hunger. On
November 7, Sodexho Campus
Dining Services will be tallying
canned foods for their second
al}ll,~al "Cans Across America"
food drive from campuses across
the United States in an effort to
set a new world record for most
canned food donations raised in a
single event in multiple locations
throughout the United States.
The current record is held
by Thunder in the Valley, in
Bechtelsville, PA with a total of
156,889.34 pounds of canned
food donated. Sodexho has set a
goal of 500 pounds of cans per
campus. If each campus contributes at least 500 pounds, the total number donated will be well
over 200,000 pounds, breaking
the record. Last year, Sodexho
missed their goal, but was still
able to raise 112,869.93 pounds
of canned food.
Since 1999, Sodexho has
been striving to raise awareness of
hunger across the United States
with its STOP Hunger campaign.
They sponsor the Community
Kitchens program which trains
unemployed individuals in food
preparation and then donates that
food to people in need. Sodexho
also supports programs fighting
poverty, unemployment and lack
of education.
The number of people receiving emergency food supplies
is equal to the populations of
ten major U.S. cities: ew York,
Houston, Phoenix, J;:>etroit, Los
ngeles, San Antonio, Philadelphia, Chicago, San Diego, and
Dallas. This translates to over 24
million people suffering from
hunger m the l Jnited States alone.
, odexho e timates that more than
800 million people around the
world arc malnouri hed.
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Meet your UNE StudentTrustees
NOR'EASTER NEWS
Staff Writers

Did you know that the University of New England is one of
only 5.2% of private universities
in the nation that has student
trustees as full voting members of
the University Board ofTrustees?
UNE has had students on the
Board since 1996, and the tradition continues until this very day.
The Board ofTrustees is the
governing body of the university,
promoting the purposes of the
university and ensuring a clear
understanding of the mission;
exercising policy making role, by
reviewing, approving and amending policies; and enhancing the
quality of university programs.
The student trustee position is
the means by which the student
body plays an integral role in the
decision-making process at the
University of New England. The
students holding these positions
play a dual role, serving as representatives of the entire student
JOHN LOWERY, NOR'EASTE R NEWS
body, and as trustees for UNE. It STUDENTTRUSTEES: WCC Student Trustee Melissa Osborn (left) and UC
·
"It was just a greatfeeling toJill up those
is the underlying intention of this Student Turstee Ryan Smith (right).
shelves and I really hope we can make an
position to foster the continued
even larger contribution this year.•
link between administration and in biochemistry from Stonehill lishing and modifying existing
students.
College, and then started doing sources of funding so as to allow
Mary Potter
Sodexho Food Service Manager
One student from the Uni- research with Dr. Edward Bilsky greater access to all university stuU~versi,ty of New England.
versity campus and one student in the' Department of Pharmacol- d~nts, graduate a~d uride~gradufrom the Westbrook C ollege ogy at UNE. Smith's research fo- ate alike.
How can the UNE contrib- campus are selected each year cuses on the design and synthesis
Finally, Osborn and Smith
ute as such a small school?
to hold this office. For this aca- of novel derivative~ of curryntly want to help integrate the InterLast year the university dou- demic year, Melissa Osborn is the available opioid antagonists. disciplinary Health and Healing
bled the goal by supplying 1033.92 student trustee for the Westbrook Smith is also a student represen- Program (I2H2), making it availpounds and ranking third in the Campus, and Ryan Smith is the tative on COM SCA, and serves able on both the Westbrook and
Northeast region which includes student trustee from the Univer- on a number of different commit- Univers.ity Campus. They contees and councils within COM tend that this will facilitate the
all Sodexho serviced campuses sity Campus.
Melissa Osborn is a second- and the university.
in Maine, Vermont and New
sharing of resources, experience,
H ampshire. With contributions year Nurse Anesthesia student
Together, Osborn and Smith and ideas across all disciplines.
from university students, staff, in the College of Health Profes- have set out clear goals for their According to Osborn and Smith,
and faculty as well as outside do- sions. Prior to earning her bach- tenure as student trustees. First "The intent of this program will
nations, this small school was able elor's degree in Nursing from and foremost, the student trustees be to address the need for further
to fill the bare shelves of the Saco Washington State University, she hope to foster a link, in collabo- interdisciplinary collaboration in
Food Pantry and the Stone Soup served as President of the Asso- ration with the UNE Strategic an effort to improve the modern
Food Pantry. One standard can of ciation of Intercollegiate Nursing Planning Committee, between healthcare system and to better
food is approximately one pound Students, which encompassed the Westbrook and the Univer- prepare our graduates for funcand one pound of food provides four universities throughout sity Campus-desegregating the tioning in collaborative roles."
one meal for one person.
Washington. Subsequent to this, now four colleges of UNE into
The student trustees are very
This year the event is being she served as a registered nurse in one university community. They interested in hea_ring feedback
coordinated by Mary Potter, the the critical care unit of Yakima hope to encourage this progress from the students. They encourUniversity Campus' Food Service Valley Memorial Hospital, where by planning co-sponsored philan- age you to visit the student trustee
Manager, who is hoping the drive she was named charge nurse after thropic and extracurricular events website for further information at
that facilitate interaction of stu- http://www.une.edu/studentlife/
will be even more successful than only one year.
Ryan Smith is a second-year dents on both campuses.
last year. "I helped deliver the food
trustee/, or contact them directly
to the shelters last year and when medical student in the College of
The dynamic duo also intend at StudentTrustee@une.edu, any
we got there, the shelves were just Osteopathic Medicine. Smith re- on improving access to research
ideas, comments, concerns, or
bare. It was just a great feeling to ceived his bachelor's degree
funding for all students by estab- suggestions are welcome.
fill up those shelves and I really
hope we can make an even larger
contribution this year," said Potter.
How can readers help? Bring
a few extra cans with to the Cafe
during lunch or dinner on November 7. With just over 3,300
students enrolled at the univerOWNER
~
sity, full participation of just one
donated can would feed around
77 HILL STREET
3,300 people. Spread the word
BIDDEFORD,MAINE
to the UNE community as well,
since many businesses in Biddeford and Saco contributed last
year to make up a large portion
207/282-1916
of U1 E's donations. Hopefully,
207/284-5381 fax
U 1 E can once again aid in the
majestic@teleflorist.com
fight for a hunger-free nation
and, po~sibly, one day, a hungerhttp:www.majesticflowershop.com
free world.

Hungry for more
BY KATIE EDWARDS
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MAJESTIC FLOWER
SHOP

CARMEN FOURNIER
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Explore UNE's environmental impact
BYJEFF DENONCOUR
Contributor
The ecosystem that UNE
rests on is home to more than
just students. The salt marshes,
riverbanks, wetlands, vernal pools
and woodlands provide a safe haven to species other than humans.
Rare and endangered species, migratory waterfowl, birds of prey,
marine and land mammals inhabit local landscapes such as the
Saco River, the Bird Sanctuary,
Biddeford Pool, Fortunes Rocks,
and UNE's 369 acres of woodland. Given the fragile nature of
the surrounding environment,
UNE has the potential to affect
the quality of life of the organisms that live close to our school.
Moreover, UNE's impacts on the
natural environment are felt beyond our campus through actions
such as how we get our food, use
our energy, heat our rooms and
travel to campus.
To help reduce impacts on
the natural environment, concerned faculty, staff, and students
from the Westbrook and University Campuses formed the
Environmental Council (EC)
in October 2005 after successfully seeking endorsement for its
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creation from former President
Featherman; an endorsement
President Ripich also currently
supports. The council acts as an
advisory and advocacy group to
the President, advising on ways
to limit UNE's environmental
impacts both locally and globally. Since forming, the EC has
worked to establish a voice in
the university's decision-making
processes and to create avenues
for the university community to
become involved in making our
campus more environmentally
aware and friendly.
Not all EC recommendations get implemented into the
university's ultimate decisions.
Getting the university to become
more like St. Francis, the patron
saint of animals and ecology after whom our school was once
named, is a slow and ongoing
process. Yet the speed at which
UNE has responded to EC recommendations and project proposals is reassuring. With help
from the university community,
the EC assisted in bringing biofuels to vehicles and equipment,
advocated for and endorsed the
new shuttle bus, conducted local
foods and green cleaning research,
and advised on issues involving

parking. The year ahead seems
promising: UNE will participate
in Focus the Nation, a national
"teach-in" on global warming,
and continue to promote campus
sustainability in a host of ways
by providing input to an updated
master plan. Moving forward,
the EC will be involved in creating an arboretum design for the
University Campus.
Creating institutional change
is no easy task, and faculty, students, and staff on the council
face many challenges. We urge
those who want to work on campus environmental issues to contact the Environmental Council.
If you have eco-friendly ideas
you would like to see on campus
or want to become part of the
greening process, we invite you to
our bi-weekly meetings listed on
the EC webpage at http://www.
une.edu/envcouncil/. Join us on
the shuttle bus on October 24,
for the 4:05 p.m. run. If you have
any other questions or concerns
feel free to email,JeffDenoncour
Jdenoncour@mail.une.edu, Mike
Daley Mdaley@une.edu, Rick
Peterson Rpeterson@une.edu at
the Unversity Campus, or Joel
Pelletier at the W estbrook Campus jpelletier@une.edu.

CLASSES
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He hopes to dispel rumors
of departments being forced to
schedule at specific times given to
them because of a lack of space.
Stanley said, "The College of Arts
and Sciences department chairs
met with the Dean and Registrar on Wednesday, October 17,
where we determined that we do
have sufficient class space for this
semester."
The Registrar is trying to
make the scheduling process more
"student friendly" in order to accommodate the students rather
than individual faculty members.
Steps taken to do this include allowing labs to be overbooked by
two students in the registration
period, and scheduling chemistry, physics, and biology labs all
day to accommodate the number
of students needing to take those
courses. In past years, there were
a number of students who left for
Thanksgiving break without being scheduled for the courses they
needed. This year it is less likely

that a student will leave for break
without the needed classes.
Part of the scheduling problems may stem from the fact that
there are more faculty and students in certain majors. Large departments such as Biology have a
great number more students and
faculty than smaller departments
such as Psychology and Sociology.
Therefore, the larger departments
have more freedom in scheduling
courses because they have a larger
variety of faculty who can teach at
a greater number of times.
According to Stanley, faculty
at smaller institutions has greater
freedom in offering classes when
they want to. Part of growing and
expanding as a university requires
the schedule to be more accommodating for students. Along
with growing and expanding
comes the need for more faculty
and more classrooms. H owever,
the spring schedule for this year
has not been greatly affected, and
the rumor that many upper division classes are going t o be scheduled later is strictly that; a rumor.

MARC, my words
BY BECKY ZWICKER
Contributor
So what is the deal with the
seals in the Marine Science Center? Why are some allowed access
to pools while others are restricted
to rooms without any? Who are
those people working with them
and why are they sitting on top
of them? What is with the colors
and dots on top of their heads?
Why are they here one day and
gone the next? Are they pets?
Are they part of an aquarium in
the Marine Science Center? Are
they used for science experiments
fo r marine biology classes on
campus? And why should you
even care?
The Marine Animal Rehabilitation Center (MARC) is located on the first floor of the University of New England's Marine
Science Education and Research
Center. MARC is a member of
the Northeast Regional Stranding
Network, encompassing ten states
from Maine to Virginia. Organizations like M ystic Aquarium
in Connecticut, New England
Aquarium in M assachusetts, M arine M ammal Stranding Center in
New Jersey, National Aquarium in
Baltimore M aryland, and UNE's
l\1ARC work together to rescue,
rehabilitate, and release seals, sea
turtles, cetaceans (whales and
dolphins) that have been stranded along the ortheast coast of
the United States. Throughout
this costly and sometime lengthy
process, biologists, veterinarians,
professional staff, and volunteers
gain vital information about wild
marine mammal and sea turtle

populations. Stranding and rehabilitation centers such as MARC
study life history, survival rates,
prey choices, and current disease
outbreaks.
Additionally, they
learn how to improve their rehabilitation techniques and develop
new treatment protocols by reviewing trends of success in each
individual case.
Since opening its doors on
August 13, 2001, MARC has examined 228 seals and 48 cetaceans
and has successfully rehabilitated
and released two sea turtles and
two harbor porpoises. The patients admitted to MARC are
in need of rehabilitation due to
a number of ailments including:
natural diseases, infections, malnutrition, habitat displacement,
pneumonia, maternal separation,
entanglement or other human interactions, bodily injuries, and failure to thrive after weaning. These
situations result in debilitated and
lethargic animals requiring weeks
or up to many months of rehabilitation at MARC.
The state-of-the-art facility
on campus provides these animals
with the highest quality of care
during their stay. Treatments can
range from daily medication and
vitamins, diagnostic blood draws,
tube feedings, wound flushes,
ointment applications, physical
exams, and sometimes surgeries.
All treatments and diagnostics are preformed with the utmost care and efficiency to minimize stress to the animals. A fully
equipped surgery room, diagnostic
lab, and on-site pharmacy are just
a glimpse of the highest standard
of medical resources available to

aid in the treatment of these animals. These resources, combined
with a staff of animal care and vet
techs, on-call consulting veterinarians, and dedicated volunteers,
give MARC a strong advantage
in their rehabilitation practices
and give these sometimes critical
animals the best chance at a successful reintroduction back into
the wild. For more information
about the center and its current
patients, you can check out their
web site on the UNE homepage
http://www.une.edu/cas/msc/rehab.asp.
Student volunteers at MARC
receive a priceless, hands-on experience that cannot be found at
any other university in the country. They are able to work along
side qualified staff members and
learn valuable skills and information useful to their desired future
career paths.
Although things are pretty
slow at the center at the moment
with only two seals in-house,
there will be a much higher demand for volunteers in the winter
with the arrival of ice seals, gray
seal pups, and possibly sea turtles.
If you interested in volunteering
at MARC you can contact Anne
Watson by email, awatson@une.
edu, or by phone, at (207) 6022600.
MARC is authorized to rehabilitate these federally protected species by a letter of agreement
with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration.
All strandings in Maine should
be reported to the Maine State
Stranding Hotline at 1-800-532-

9551.

UN IVERSJn· RELATIONS, UNE

MARC TANK: Interior rehabilitation swimming tank, one of two at the Marine
Animal Researh Center.

EMELI NE EMERY, NO REASTER NEWS

HARBOR SEAL REHAB: MARC student volunteers, Anna Ungerer (left) and
Anne Sleeman (right), draw blood from a male harbor seal prior to release.
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Introducing your Nor'easter News Editorial Board
INTRODUCTION
By John Lowery
Nor'easter News is the University of New England's only
student-run newspaper that welcomes all matriculating UNE students. For the first time, undergraduate and graduate students
alike can work hand-in-hand
to create, publish and distribute
the Nor'easter News. Our mission at Nor'easter News will be
to provide the UNE community
with a means by which they can
express their own unique points
of view and become more actively involved with the day-to-:
day happenings of campus life.
By making students' voices more
widely available, we hope to both
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the currently available
programs and organizations on
campus, while at the same time,
helping to promote communication and interactions among the
students, faculty and staff at the
four respective colleges. Ultimately, our long-term goals will

help to foster and build upon
the growing sense of community
and tradition on campus, while
strengthening the academic
reputation and education at the
University of New England.
Clearly,anundertakingofthis
magnitude requires truly dedicated students, faculty and staff that
are passionate and committed to
these long-term goals. Nor'easter
News is a unique organization, in
the sense that it brings together
students, faculty and staff of all
different backgrounds and distinct points of view, in an effort
to provide the UNE community
with the most interesting and
insightful information available.
Some of the dedicated and hardworking individuals that help to
make Nor'easter News what it is
today are briefly described below.
Additionally, please keep in mind
that the door is always open at
Nor'easter News and if you are at
all interested in having your voice
heard and want to get involved
on some level, please contact us
at noreasternews@une.edu.

The Advisors
When I first arrived at UNE
four years ago, I had just released
my first book and was putting the
finishing touches on the manuscript that would become my
second. As a working writer, I
viewed my new part-time job as a
way to supplement my writing income that would also give me an
excuse to take regular time-outs
from the solitary life writers tend
to lead. I soon discovered, however, that more than just providing some extra spending money
and some time away from the my
computer screen, my position on
campus offered a forum in which
I might interact with others in
a meaningful way. And I found
that absolutely exhilarating.
Over time, what began as a
pleasant diversion has steadily
blossomed into something much

DARYL CONTE
Administrative Advisor
Congratulations to the Editor-in- Chief , ,1s well as all the
wonderful student editors. writer
, nd photographer involved with
th1 fir r edit10n ot the or'ea ter
;\Jew !!
I'm thnlled to ee the f ru1t
of nearly nine month labor finally ripen (no pun intended). The
vibrancy and excitement that a

JOHN LOWERY
Editor-in-Chief
The University of New England was an obvious choice for
me given its location and strong
reputation in the health professional field. I graduated from
UNE in 2003 with a B.S. degree
in Medical Biology. Immediately after graduation, I began
my formal medical education
in the College of Osteopathic
Medicine. I completed my first
two years of the basic science
coursework while continuing to
be actively involved in biomedical research. Toward the end of
my second year of medical school
I found myself wanting to bridge

more important in my life.
While I am proud of the six
books I have written and of the
columns I write for ESPN.com,
I have come to realize that I find
it equally gratifying to think that
I am able to make a difference in
my students' lives.
As an adjunct professor,
though, I am limited in the scope
of subject matter I may teach.
And while I enjoy working with
beginning college writers in my
two sections of Composition, I am

always a bit teary-eyed when the
end of the semester arrives and I
must say farewell to my students.
I realize that I will not have the
opportunity to work with them
again as they continue to refine
their skills in upper level courses.
As you might imagine, then,
when one of my former students
asked me last spring if I would
like to get involved with a student
group calling itself the Nor'easter
News, I was happy to reply in the
affirmative. And when the editorial board asked me this fall if I
would serve as the newspaper's
faculty advisor, I was deeply honored. It is my hope that as faculty
advisor I will be able to not only
help give a voice to the student
writers who have worked so tirelessly to make this first issue a
reality, but to any UNE student
who previously may have felt like
he or she had something to say
but nowhere to say it.

student-run newspaper can bring
to a campus is obvious.
Less obvious, but equally
important is the intellectual journey; as well as the added layers
of inquiry and discovery that a
student-run newspaper brings to
it's students, staff and readership.
H aving spent a fair amount
of time at three institutions prior
to my arrival in Maine, I can attest to power of the press.
Each on my prior employers,
as well as my undergraduate and
graduate institutions had longstanding tudent-run newspaper
organizations.
1 have run the gamut of emotions in my dealing with studentrun new papers. mazement, intrigue, cynici ·m, humor, and yes,
e,·en anger would encapsulate
many of tho e emotions.

Emotions aside, I am committed to supporting the success
of our students. I am confident
that the Nor'easter News will
quickly be integrated into the
fabric of the institution and be an
asset to the entire community.
I have been in higher education fo r over twenty years. Prior
to my appointment at UNE, I
had the distinct pleasure to study
and work at Pace University, Columbia University, and Alfred
University.
On personal note, I am an
,wid ~ports enthusiast (especially
NCAA volleyball and basketball)
and ridiculously proud parent
to a big beautiful Rottte/Sheppard named Phcobe.
Best wishes to the , or'easter
News staff, and to a successful
first year.

JOSH PAHIGIAN
Faculty Advisor

my background in research with
my interests in clinical medicine.
For these reasons and others, I
chose to enter a dual D .0./Ph.D.
program through the University
of New England and the University of Maine Graduate School.
I've recently completed the first
two years of my dissertation research and anticipate fulfilling
the requirements of the Ph.D.
program over the course of the
next year before returning to the
Class of 2010 to complete my
formal medical education.
My inspiration for initiating a student run newspaper
comes from my experiences at
UNE over the past eight years
and my long-term visions for
the university. First as an undergraduate student and now as
a graduate student, I feel that I
have an intimate knowledge of
the university. I see, for example,
the commitment that the faculty
and staff have made to the institution, and the challenges that we
face and I want to help make sure
that the university keeps moving

The Ed•ltOrS

Hi, my name is Tyler Gowen
and I'm a third year English major here at UNE. I just can't get
enough literary homework, so
that's why I decided to take on
the managing editor position of
the Nor'easter News. I'm here to
edit all the stories that you read
to maximize you're enjoyment!
Yeah, I'm kind of a geek like that.
I love bad horror movies,Japanese
Techno, Thai Food, and superheroes. I don't like the word 'moist',
things that are fuzzy, the Atkins
diet, or paper-cuts.
This year I'm the RA on Assisi 2nd with some crazy residents
who are always there to keep me
entertained. In what little spare
time I have, I love to read, write,
watch movies, and eat snack
foods. Handi-Snacks are by far
my favorite, but I'm not picky if

MEGAN CADIGAN
News Editor
Hey guys! My name is Megan Cadigan and I am the news
editor for the or'easter :'.'Jews.
I'm a senior here at U. E with a
major m Psychology and a minor
m ::ioL1ology. I have no big plans
of what I am doing yet after graduation but I'm sure everything
will come together.
I'm from the small town of
Duxbury, Massachusetts and the

forward and grows its academic
reputation. I also believe that the
students need to have a strong
voice in the strategic planning of
the university, integrating their
needs and concerns into both
the day-to-day decision making
processes and longer term direction of the university. My vision
for the newspaper stems in part
from my desire to both help foster significant dialogue between
the students, faculty and administrators and also encourage
more collaboration between the
four colleges with the goal of establishing a truly integrated university. I've come to realize that
a fundamental step in achieving
these goals begins with communication.
Communication
encourages critical thinking, collaborations, and debate-all of
which UNE so desperately needs.
Ultimately, I hope Nor'easter
News will serve as a conduit for
the exchange of ideas, opinions,
and creative thoughts at the University of New England for many
years to come.

TYGOWEN
Managing Editor
it is edible.
As far as literature goes, Neil
Gaiman is my hero. His book,
American God's, is fantastic and
I recommend it to everyone who
loves to use their imagination.
Well this has been my short
little bio about my life here at
UNE and I hope that you enjoy
this inaugural issue of Nor'easter
News! If you have any questions
or suggestions feel free to email
me at tgowen@mail.une.edu
oldest of two younger brothers.
Like any other girl, I like to
shop, hang out with friends , listen
to music, and just go out and have
a good time. Back home I work
for Griffin Publishing Company,
which is the best job ever. This
past summer I started writing for
them and ended up really liking
it. I am very excited about the
newspaper this year because it will
give me more experience in journalism. I think it's great that we
finally have a newspaper to keep
everyone up to date with what is
going around on campus. I think
it will be a good first year for us
and I hope that you all enjoy it!
Please feel free to contact me
if your interested in writing tor
the news section at mcadigan@
maiLune.edu!
Please see EDITORS, page 6
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Guten Tag! My name is Jim

Cormier and I am the opinion
editor for the Nor'easter News.
I'm a third year Medical Biology
and Laboratory Science double
major living in East this year. I'm
originally from Central Maine,
which means that I love being
outdoors.
One interesting thing -you
may not notice about me when you
first meet me is that I am German
and can speak it fluently. I love to
travel and I enjoy going to Ger-

Hey everybody! My name is
Hannah Mercer.I'm the N or'easter
News' layout/design editor. I'm a
senior from New Hampshire and
a Medical Biology major, working
on my senior thesis in the Department of Pharmacology in the
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
My thesis is part of the Biology
Honors curriculum. I'm eager to
attend medical school hopefully
here atUNE.
When I'm not busy with
school work and the newspaper

l like to hangout with friends,
watch movies, shop, and try to
beat my roommate at Mario Kart.
I'm interested in the layout/design
aspect of the newspaper because I
think it will be really fun to get
every story in the right place. I really look forward to working with
the other editors and my staff to
create a paper that everyone will
enjoy reading. If anyone is interested in helping put this paper together please feel free to contact
me at hmercer@mail.une.edu.

Fyodor Dostoevsky is my favorite
author, and write short stories. I
like to relax with my friends and
laugh at all the ridiculous things
we do. I love the beach and lying
out in the sun, winter is painful.
I'm really afraid of birds, so those
seagulls that hang out in the quad
and I don't really get along. I like
to listen to music, Taking Back
SCOTT TRESSELT
Sunday and Anberlin are some of
Sports Editor
my favorites, but I'll be honest, I
Hi, my name is Scott Tresselt.
still have a secret pleasure for the
I play soccer here at the University
Spice Girls.
Well, there's not too much of New England and have always
more to know about me... So I been interested in writing. When
hope you continue to read your John asked me ifl was interested
Nor'easter News every month and in starting a school newspaper I
I promise to keep you wanting signed up. Through consistent atmore! If you'd like to become part tendance at meetings I became an
of the features section, e-mail me editor and I'm very excited about
the possibilities that a school
at msimoes@mail.une.edu.
newspaper offers to its students.
I'm a Biology major, but really
many and visiting my friends and
I'm Katie Dunbar, the A&E
family. What appealed the most
to me about participating in the editor and a Psychobiology maNor'easter News was the idea that jor.
I have always loved photogI could be involved in spreading
the voices of the UNE commu- raphy, reading and writing poetry,
nity. I hope that Nor'easter News drawing, and a variety of outdoor
will entice students, faculty and activitie, which got me interested
staff of the UNE community to in the A&E section of the newssubmit material they wish to ex- paper. Also, my mom is the edipress. I encourage you to submit tor of my hometown newspaper,
articles and get involved by email- which meant that I was always
ing jcormierl@mail.une.edu
tagging along to interviews and
other interesting events, so eventually I was drawn to journalism
("If you can't beat 'em, join 'em,"
right?).
A&E is a really interesting
section to write for-we have restaurant reviews, museum features,
biographies of student artists and
musicians, concert reviews, and
much more! So, if you want to
join a club where you go out to
concerts, eat out, and get to talk
HANNAH MERCER
about it, A&E just might be the
Layout Editor
section for you! Even if you don't
like to write very much, articles are

I'm a senior Med-Bio major
with a minor in Business Administration. Getting involved in the
newspaper sounded like a great
idea and since I'm also interested in the business aspect of how
things run I figured this position
would be a good match.
Competitive roller skating
has been a major part of my life
for the last fourteen years. I enjoy
competing and coaching at many
different levels. If you are wondering, it's just like figure skating
but with the old fashion roller
skates. Some other things that I
enjoy doing are: riding my mo-

torcycle, dancing, snowboarding,
rock-climbing, shopping, watching movies and being lazy like any
normal college kid.
If you know of a business
that would like to advertise in the
paper or have any ideas on a business you think would fit well in
our paper please pass those suggestions along to me.
Also, I know there are a lot
of people like myself that do not
like to write but are interested in
getting involved this is a great and
fun way to help out!
Please feel free to contact me
at dgiuvelis@mail.une.edu

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Allow me to introduce myself
I'm Marissa Simoes, a sophomore
here at the beautiful University
of New England. I am currently
double majoring in English and
Political Science. I'm from the
city of Newburgh in New York
and I'm very grateful to be living life here in Maine (it's like a
whole other world up here).
For as long as I can remember, I've wanted to be a writer. So,
when I heard about the student
newspaper, I couldn't wait to become a part of it. I really hope it
becomes an outlet for the students
on campus to really take an active
role on campus. It's a great way to
have fun and connect with every

JIM CORMIER
Opinion .Editor

DENISE GIUVELIS
Advertising Manager
Hey! My name is Denise Giuvelis
and I'm the advertising manager
for Nor'easter News. I'm in charge
of finding the ads that appear
throughout the paper.
Hi, I'm Tyler! I grew up in
New Hampshire and I love the
outdoors and enjoy hiking, camping, fishing and hunting. I also
golf any chance I get and ifl could
play a professional sport it would
be whiffle ball I love the Red Sox
and I also love eating peanuts.
I graduated from UNE after transferring from Syracuse
University to receive my B.S. degree in Medical Biology. I then
worked for Dr. Bilsky in the Department of Pharmacology conducting research on novel opioid
therapeutics for the treatment of

MARISSA SIMOES
Features Editor
other student here at UNE and
the Biddeford community.
Anyway, back to me. Someday I hope to join the Peace Corp,
go to graduate school for journalism and eventually travel around
the world as a foreign correspondent with a concentration in humanitarian crises. But for now, life
is pretty wonderful. I love to read,

TYLER RAYMOND
Executive Business Director
acute and chronic pain.
This fall I entered the College
of Osteopathic Medicine at UNE.
• home-away-fromUNE is my

home and I am pleased to serve as
the Executive Business Director
for the newspaper. A newspaper
is an integral part of any institution for higher education and this
was the perfect time for such an
endeavor here at UNE.
Please feel free to contact me
at traymond@mail.une.edu if you
have any business related questions regarding the newspaper.
I also encourage anyone who is
interested to get involved. Have
a good year and remember that
those who work hard also need to
play hard .

EMELINE EMERY
Photography Editor
Hi! My name is Emeline Emery the photography editor for
the Nor'easter News. I have had
some prior experience with news-

ASHLEY WALSH
University Liaison
Hey! My name is Ashley
Walsh, I'm the university liaison
for the newspaper. This means
that I make sure that the newspaper is following policy and that I

I'm more of a Med-Bio major. I'm
also looking to minor in Chemistry and history. My home-town
is in New York where I live in
Guilderland, which is a suburb
right outside of Albany, the state
capital. My favorite sports teams
are of course the New York Yankees, Buffalo Bills and the Buffalo Sabers. I love watching both
American and foreign soccer-I
don't have a favorite soccer team
but my favorite player is Zinedine
Zidane. This is my fourth year in
school and UNt is the third college I've attended. Prior to UNE,
I attended Western New England
College in Springfield Massachusetts and Qyinnipiac University
in Co~necticut. If you are at
all interested in getting involved
with t 1 ,e sports section of the paper please shoot me an email at
stresst 1 ·@mail.une.edu.

KATIE DUNBAR
A&E Editor
only half of what you do in a
newspaper. Most of the activity is interviewing and talking to
people, going to cool events, and
knowing what is going on around
campus-with an artist's perspective. .
If Y?u're interested in s.igning
up, you can contact me at
cdunbar@mail.une.edu, or call me
on my cell phone at (802) 673 6497. We can always use more
writers and there is always an article to be written! Thanks!
paper editing during my high
school years and look forward to
the challenges that lie ahead. As
a freshman, and a Pre-Physician
Assistant/Med-Bio major, I will
be attending UNE for the next
· five years. I hope to become a
surgical physician assistant after
completing the program. In my
spare time, I enjoy playing volleyball, drawing, theater, and of
course, photography. I'm very excited to about the newspaper if
you're interested in photography
and want to get involved with the
newspaper just send me an email
at jemeryl@mail.une.edu.
act as a representative.
I'm a junior this year with a
major in Elementary Education
and two minors in History and
Philosophy. I served on the Undergraduate Student Government
(U.S.G.) for two years, first as the
education representative and then
as the student affairs senator. I'm
currently involved in the Relay
for Life here at UNE, as well as
working in the Student Affairs
office. I'm also the first floor RA
in South. In my free time I'm a
passionate movie watcher and
like to hang out with my friends.
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A hurricane of hope for
Sheldon Franklin
BY MARISSA SIMOES &
BEN LAVERTU
Nor'easter Staff
In 2005, UNE was graced
with the presence of a truly
unique
individual:
Sheldon
Franklin, a junior originally from
the city of New Orleans.
In the last week of August
2005, one of the most devastating
hurricanes ever seen formed and
hit the United States. Hurricane
Katrina made several landfalls,
desecrating all that stood in its
path. Yet, Katrina completely annihilated the Gulf Coast.
Infamously, New Orleans
suffered the most damage, with at
least 80% of the city under water
after the levees that were protecting the city from the sea broke.
News of the impending
storm allowed many to evacuate the city. Franklin was one of
these more fortunate. After leaving his home in New Orleans the
day before Katrina was to strike,
Franklin and his family headed
northwest to Texas, barely making it.
Heavy traffic from the race
to escape was just one of many
bumps in the road. They were
turned away from hotels in the
evacuation areas; there were no
vacancies anywhere. Franklin was
forced to take refuge within a
gymnasium in Jennings, Louisiana for about a week with others
who had also fled the tempest.
Franklin may have left all his
worldly possessions in New Orleans, only to be demolished by
the wrath of Katrina, but he took
the most important things with
him: hope and faith.
"I wasn't scared, just grateful... Everything was destroyed
but I'm not a materialistic person so, I didn't care about that. I
always look towards the positive
and eventually, I'll be back. I'm
up here for a reason so I might as
well take advantage of it and not
dwell on the negative," Franklin
stated.
It is through a series of very
fortunate events that Franklin
believes to have been the Grace
of God, that he was invited to
study at the University of New
England. The university gladly
opened its arms and was generous in supporting Franklin's future.
In December of2005,he was
given a chance to do something
spectacular: "When the hurricane happened I just took this
and tried to develop a new person
within myself/ Franklin said.
Franklin admits that sometimes he still gets emotional
about what happened, but states
that, "It's part of nature, you have
to go with it. "What really upsets
him however, is how the U.S.
government handled the matter.
He said, "I'm very disappointed
because if other people, who don't
have as much power as the government, can see what we were

SHELDON FRANKLIN
going through and how badly we
needed funding, then why can't
the government?"
In Louisiana, there is a federal
flood protection system, which is
comprised oflevees used to keep
the water at bay. During Hurricane Katrina, fifty of these levees
failed. Franklin claimed that the
levees were outdated and scheduled for renovation but funding
was never supplied to the state.
Not only that, but many with
home owner's insurance have yet
to be reimbursed for their loses.
But again, Franklin doesn't
like to digress into the downbeat
aspect of life. Instead, he is looking towards the future. "I stick to
the positive side of life. It made
me grow as a person. I had just
graduated from high school and
I still had the young teenage play
in me. The whole hurricane thing
made me look at life just a little
bit different ... You can live the
American Dream but the American Dream is not always promised to you. Things screw up. You
can only abide by the rules of
life," said Franklin.
Franklin stated that he does
"miss the normal activities of his
neighborhood." While he may
have lost all of his possessions,
he still has his life and his family.
He says that it is his relationship
with God that keeps him so optimistic. "I feel like I've found a
true connection with God, most
people don't have that. It keeps
me positive. I just keep looking
forward because I know all the
negative things will eventually
turn into positive. Plus you learn
from other people. If you take
the time out to listen and don't
assume, you'll learn to love yourself and to be caring," said Franklin.
Franklin's family is currently
and temporarily residing in Baton Rouge, Louisianna, but they
make frequent visits back to New
Orleans as they are rebuilding a
new home where their old home
used to be. Sheldon is concerned
that another hurricane might hit,
but understands why his parents
are reluctant to move stating,
"you can't just take away somebody's whole life."
And for Sheldon Franklin,
nothing will ever be able to deprive him of the zest for life he
has come to own, not even gale
force winds.

MARISSA SIMOES, NOR'EASTER NEWS

FEATHERMAN HALL: Exterior view of Sandra Featherman Hall, home to incoming freshmen class.

Featherman Hall: A whole new
freshman experience
BY MARISSA SIMOES &
JOSEPH SHEARIN
Nor'easter Staff
Sandra Featherman Hall is
more than a building; it's its own
community. For many freshmen
the idea of entering a new phase
of life is horrifying. Yet, Featherman Hall, with its dry-walled
walls, heated floors and comforting surroundings helps to ease
the new freshman jitters.
For freshman Valerie Chavez,
this amiable environment was the
selling point in deciding where to
live in the fall. She liked knowing that she would be entering
the university as a part of a group,
the Social Justice and International Thought I-Pod. Chavez
said, "It is better coming into
school knowing you're going to
be part of something ... At least
I knew my roommate would have
something in common with me if
we were in an I-Pod."
The I -Pods Chavez is referring to are different interest related, living and learning groups or,
I-Pods as they are commonly referred to. There are four separate
I-Pods: Social Justice and International Thought, Recreation and
Active Lifestyle, Leadership, and
Environmental Consciousness.
The separate I-Pods are their own
mini-environments, each with
their own resident advisor, more
commonly known as RAs, and
two faculty members that work
along aiding the group activities.
Each floor has its own lounge
and study area. Chavez remarked,
"When I talk to my friends from
other freshman buildings they
complain because they don't have
anywhere to study that is super
quiet. I really like that we have a
study and a lounge just to hang
out in, you always know someone is going to be in there." This
added element of peace and quiet
is very uncommon for freshman
housing.
The lounge and kitchen area

on the first floor are spacious,
well equipped and comfortable.
The smell of cookies seems to
emanate from the brand new
oven and the little bar stools are
perfectly inviting for a nice gettogether. These areas in Featherman are much more accommodating than the similar spaces in
the other quad buildings.
So now let's be honest, the
one question on everyone's mind
is, what are the bathrooms like?
Well, the actual bathrooms are
immaculately clean. White tiles,
marble floors and modern light
fixtures surround the sinks and
the porcelain thrones.
The showers however, are in
a completely separate place. Located down the hall a ways, each
shower is it's own little room,
tucked away behind a heavy blue
door, labeled "occupied." The
shower stall its elf is tile lined,
very roomy, and is equipped with
a detachable showerhead and
metal handrails. So, you can suppose that if nothing else, the residents of Featherman can shower
without smelling the foulness
that accompanies a typical bathroom.
Lastly, and most importantly, the actual dormitories are
slightly larger than the dorm
rooms in other buildings. Most
of the rooms are triples, with
three people living together. The
set up in every room differs, but
one thing remains the same: they
are all incredibly homey. Located
between the softball field and the
river, Featherman offers an array
of views from the dormitory windows.
However, the key ingredient
to creating the comforting atmosphere of the resident rooms
is the closeness of the roommate
situations. Shannon Roche, also a
freshman Feathermanite, couldn't
have been more satisfied with
the way things have gone. "My
roommates are awesome, we just
get along really well, and I think

that's really the most important
thing when you're a freshman.
It's not all about the location,
although the location does help,
but it's so laid back here. Everyone seems to get along great ...
You really need to get along
with people in order to live with
them," said Roche. So, for Roche,
life is fabulous in Featherman.
Marshall Greenleaf, area coordinator for Featherman Hall,
believes the response to Featherman life has been favorable.
"The rooms here are really nice,
so the students have all been very
happy... It's a lot of very active
people. You always see people in
the lounges or in the hallways
hanging out. There's a very high
level of interaction amongst the
residents," said Greenleaf.
As
an
environmentally
concerned university, Featherman continues in this tradition.
To save energy, heating is done
through the floors rather than
the typical baseboard heating;
lighting in most areas is motion sensitive; all of the tiles and
carpeting are post-industrial recycled materials and all the windows are double paned to prevent
heat loss.
For RA Dan Welter, the
"greener side of the building" is
one of the greatest perks the facility offers, "I feel better about
living in a greener building," said
Welter.
Sandra Featherman Hall offers a plethora of opportunities
for freshman students entering
the University of New England.
Now that the residents have begun to acclimate to the Featherman surroundings, it seems as
though it has been a huge success.
As Shannon Roche stated,
"A lot of people in this building
seem really dedicated to school
and to making UNE a good
community to live in."
Mission Accomplished.
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UNE Women's Volleyball: A new powerhouse in the Commonwealth
SCOTT TRESSELT
Nor'easter Staff
The University of New England's women's volleyball team is
on a roll. After beating ColbySawyer, the team moved into
first place in The Commonwealth
Coastal Conference. They hope
to travel far in the end of the year
tournament where they will undoubtedly face tough teams such
as, University of Roger Williams,
Endicott College, and ColbySawyer College. With a conference record of 7-1, the team is in
a great position to make the best
of their journey to the finals.
Coached by Karol L'Heureux,
who is in her 27th season at
UNE, the team is in good hands.
L'Heureux is well versed in the
game of volleyball, amassing 556
match wins, and in the 1990's
leading her team to the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics National Tournament.
After their win over St. Joseph's
College of Maine, L'Heureux
had this to say about this years
triumph, "Our team's success is
not due to any one individual. The
team this year has great diemistry and depth, which has given
us the opportunity to prevail over
our opponents." Her accomplishments last year of having a 1616 overall record earned her the
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VOLLEYBALL: C laire Varner ofUNE going up for a spike in the game against Salve Regina

vote for Coach of the Year in The
Commonwealth Coastal Conference.
The volleyball team was rated
low in the Coach's Poll in the beginning of the season, and after

several non-conference losses the
team turned it around and has become a dominant force Unfortunately, one of there starters Alex
Toregas tore her ACL on the
last point against Colby-Sawyer

C ollege but will be replaced by
M eghan Flynn. Coach L'Heureux
feels that Flynn is a solid player
who performs well and doesn't see
the transition being a problem. If
the volleyball teams stays in first

place it will be the first time ever
that UNE will host the volleyball
finals. The team is currently tied
in first but is hoping to overcome
Endicott College in the ranks and
be the number one seed.

UNE Men's Basketball shoots for success
RAMIN EDMOND
Nor'easter Staff
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ISAAC STICKNEY: UNE forward and star player, Isaac Stickney goes up for a j ump shot

reached the final four his senior
year.
Senior and second year capAfter an interesting summer, tain, Isaac Stickney, expressed his
rumors have been swirling around excitement over the hiring of the
campus that last year's 5-20 men's new coach saying, "I've met with
basketball team may be just weeks Coach Mulligan many times, and
away from the start of its first I feel like he will bring a lot of
above .500 season since 1994.
structure to our team. He knows
The eventful summer began the game of basketball from his
with the resignation of Coach years of playing at the collegiate
Jon Hayes in late July, after three level and has a strong background
seasons leading the program. The with Wabash College. He wants
hiring ofJason Mulligan followed to win and brings with him a winone month later.
ning tradition that we haven't reCoach Mulligan is fresh from ally had here in a long time."
a strong performance at Wabash
Mulligan has already disCollege, in Indiana, where he was play€d a strong hand in the upthe assistant athletic director and coming season's potential success
assistant head coach for six years.
through the heavy recruiting he
"I'm excited to be here," said did this summer. When he was
Mulligan, "and to get the season first named the new head coach
underway. We've received great in late July, the team's roster consupport from Kim Allen (UNE sisted of only five players. In light
athletic director), and the players of this, Mulligan took the opporand I are all excited about the new tunity to recruit four new athletes
team we have this year. We have a to the program. They show promfresh start with new players and a ising talent and have created risnew look, and we can't wait to get ing expectations for this team.
started," stated Mulligan.
With the addition of Gabe
Mulligan was an assistant Denmon, Johnnie Jefferson (J.J.),
coach at Wabash College under Jaykyri Simpson, and Chas RenHead Coach Mac Petty, who has trope, their new teammates and
won 474 games in 31 seasons. basketball fans are anticipating
Mulligan is also a 2000 gradu- · this upcoming season more than
ate of Olivet Nazarene University any other in several years.
where he played four seasons of
NAIA Division I basketball and
Please see SUCCESS, page 10
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New club sport takes to the ice: UNE Men's Hockey
SCOITTRESSELT
or'easter Staff
Hockey at the University of
New England? Yes, it's true. The
University of New England now
has a club hockey team coached
by Brad Holt.
In his first year coaching
Holt sees things going fairly well
and plans to excel in the upcoming years. Holt is a very qualified
individual who played for the
University of Connecticut before
he transferred to the University of
New Hampshire where he sat out
for a season, known as red shirting, before playing three more
years. While at the University of
New Hampshire, the team made
it to the Frozen Four tournament
twice.
Holt also has played in Europe, but when he came back he
started coaching Youth Hockey,
making his way to New Hampton
Prep and finally Juniors, before he
came to the University of New
England.
The hockey team's four
month schedule is looking challenging with opponents such as
Boston College's club team and
University of Vermont's club team
on the agenda.
Holt, however, sees his
schedule as a great experience to
build his team's foundation and
further there level of experience.
The hope is that the hockey team
will launch into division three in
2009; a year earlier then original-
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HOCKEYTEAM: UNE Men's Hockey Team squaring off against Boston College

ly expected. The accelerated time
schedule is due to a great core
group of freshmen which came to
UNE knowing hockey would be
offered, and also upper classmen
leaders such as Jason Santos,John
Moriarty and Dave EU.is. There
is also hidden among the ranks,
freshman, Mike Roper, a soon to
be star goalie. Holt stated, "He is

the real deal" and that he "makes
the recruiting process for goal
very easy for the next four years"
and that his presence in goal is a
major factor to marking up W 's in
the win column.
The club team is being treated
exactly as if it was a varsity sport
with 6:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. practices at the Biddeford Ice Arena.

Holt said, "It's not so hard on the
players because once they adjust
to the schedule they will be able to
arrive at class fully awake."Transportation is provided to and from
practice, and except for buying
some of their own sticks, the program is fully funded and is treated
like a division three program.
In the future, Holt is looking

to bring in a couple of players
who can fill in some of the holes,
left after by graduating seniors.
In recruiting players, he hopes
he can naturally progress and develop their skills so that the team
can grow into a dominant force in
division three hockey. Their inaugural game will be on D ecember
15 versus Endicott.

A long road to the playoffs for UNE Men's Soccer
SCOTT T RESSELT
Nor'easter Staff
After a prolonged postseason drought, the University of
New England's men's soccer team
made the playoffs.
On Saturday, October 20,
the team traveled to Salve Regina University in Rhode Island
to host their eighth placed rivals.
After playing ninety minutes of
play the teams were still tied and
entered sudden death overtime.
With less then one minute left in
the game Josh Pouliot crossed a
ball from the right flank to Jason
Marks, who slotted a one touch
shot back-post for the game winner. The win would not have been
possible had the defensive line
not been a solid force throughout
the game; posting a shutout.
With an overall record of
5-9-1, the team began the journey
to the playoffs with wins against
Anna Marria College, Eastern
Nazerine College, Curry College,
and one tie against Endicott College.
It was, however, the outcome
of the final conference match that
determined the fate of the soccer
team. Coach Andy Biggs, in his
second year at UNE, had this to
say after the win, "I am proud of
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM : Tyler. tratton ofUNE d uding the defen e of alve Regina

Please see PLAYOFFS, page 10
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After playing with his new
teammates in open gym for over a
month, Stickney has developed a
strong bond with the transfer students and has nothing but positive comments regarding their
level of talent.
''All four of these guys are
real competitive and love to win.
Gabe is a scoring point guard and
is extremely competitive. J.J. can
play guard or forward and is a
threat to score in so many different ways. He has a strong background coming from a division I
college, too. J aykyri plays forward
and is a strong athlete that has a
big presence of size and talent.
Chas is also a solid player; he
has a solid all around game and
can play point guard or shooting
guard," said Stickney.
Stickney, who has been in
the program since his freshman
season, elaborated on what these
players bring to this team.
"These are the best players
I've played with here since Matt
McManus my sophomore year,
but the big thing is that there are
more than just one of them. We've
never had this many players that
are this good at one point since
I've been here. With this kind of
talent on the court, it's easier for
each of us to do the things we do
best,''. said Stickney.
When asked how well he believes the team will perform this
year, Stickney answered, "The

the commitment and effort our
team has demonstrated over the
course of the season. While our
win today was the one that earned
us a spot in the playoffs, our performance against Salve Regina

was reflective of all of the work
the players have put in over the
course of the last year." Next year
the team will hope to improve on
there record and become a more
dominating force in the Commonwealth Coast Conference
with eight starters returning.

Raise the flags for football
JOHN-MICHAEL CASCIO
Nor'easter Staff
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MULLIGAN: New Men's Basketball Coach,Jason Mulligan

biggest thing for us to ·do right
now is to gel and buy into Coach
Mulligan's system. If you don't
buy into a system, it won't matter how much talent we have. We
definitely can be above .500 and
make the playoffs if we do that.
This is our best shot at winning
the conference since I've been
here."
Mulligan's system thus far is
not only coaching to win games,
but also to improve his players'
academic prowess. He has given
each of his nine newcomers a time
management sheet on which they
use time blocks to schedule how
they manage themselves each
day, from their 6 a.m. practices,
to their lunch breaks and studying time. This system has been
put into place in hopes of not only
keeping players from falling into
ineligibility, which has been a

problem in the past, but also to
bring structure to the team.
"Our goals as a team," Mulligan
stated, "are to grow academically,
athletically and socially. We want
to grow everyday and be our best.
We want to have fun this season,
and we want to win as well. For
now, the goal is to implement and
teach the new system and to have
the players buy into it."
When Mulligan was asked
if he felt his team would indeed
make the playoffs at seasons end,
he simply answered, "I try not to
predict the future, I can only try
to prepare for it."
Mulligan later added, "I think
we will have an exciting team to
watch this year, and along with
the women's program, I anticipate
it being a great basketball season
and something that will bring
pride and spirit to the school."

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Most sports fans are excited
for their favorite baseball team in
October. Others are excited for
the beginning of college and professional football. But at UNE,
students get excited for a different
season, intramural (IM) flag football.
IM flag football consists of
a 50-yard field and seven players on each side. The rules are the
same as regular football excep t for
tackling. Instead of tackling th e
opposing player, players have to
rip off the flag belt worn around
the waist. However, watching two
skilled teams play such as T eam
Biohazard, and the defending
champions, The Bone Crushers,
may make it appear that this sport
is actually tackle football.
When students show up
in September for another great
school year, most of the buzz
around campus is who's on whose
team for football, and what their
name is going to be. "Flag football
is one of the things I look forward

li:o during the fall semester," said
Team Biohazard captain, Blake
Conrad. "I look for teammates
who are willing to have fun but
also want to compete. I don't want
to just show up to games and get
blown out, I want to try and win
each game, but still keep the fun
aspect of intramural sports."
Not only have the team captains started recruiting, the players have started coming up with
playbooks on how they can beat
the infamous med students on
campus. The med students are the
defending champions of IM flag
football and have been around
for so long they know the ins
and outs of the game. "The med
students always offer good comp etition during the game," said
sophomore, center for Team Bioh azard, Justin Maddox. "However, I think because they have been
around for so long, it is more of
an intimidation factor to upcoming flag football players."
Ifyou are interested in watching, come out to the Alfond lawn
on weeknights and enjoy some
good old-fashioned flag football.

®

Welco1ne Back Students!
Check out our great college special:
Fro1n IO:OOPM to .C lose,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
1nenu price, get a second pizza ol equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or UNE College Campus deliveries only.

284·7200
The small print:

© 2007 The Maine Thing, Inc. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary and do not include bottle deposit. Customer pays all applicable taxes,
including sales tax. Valid at participating stores only. Prices subject to change without notice. Additional toppings extra. Limited delivery area. Delivery charges may apply.
Our drivers carry less then $20.00. Prices valid until July 31, 2008
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
UNE Graduate, Noah Harrison releases second album
BYTYLER GOWEN
Nor'easter Staff
UNE's own 2006 graduate,
Noah Harrison, has released a
follow-up album to his 2005 debut of Songs for a Long Night. The
second album in this musician's
career, It May Only be Ignorance,
was particularly difficult to create
due to Harrison's hectic lifestyle,
but the artist managed to find
enough time to produce ten new
tracks while working towards his
master's degree in Physical Therapy, and completing his clinicals
at Steven's Memorial Hospital in
Norway, Maine.
Harrison says that after enrolling in this graduate program
at the Westbrook College Campus ofUNE, he was quickly consumed by school and was unable
to. The chaos of life soon forced
him to stop performing his music,
even though he truly loved playing for audiences and receiving

feedback on his work. However,
this hiatus did not last for long,
stating, "Creative verse is like going to the bathroom. You just have
to go."
Harrison soon found himself bringing his guitar to school
with him; finding empty classrooms to practice in late at night
after students had left, due to his
inextinguishable passion for music. Though the conditions were
not ideal for practicing, he soon
found a familiar "weird little urge
to express something." With a
new spark and rekindled will to
create, Harrison was soon back
recording, working from May to
July of earlier this year to create
his second album.
Unlike his last work, Noah
Harrison recorded this album
completely on his own. Finding
himself less self conscious and
pressed for time, he was more able
to express what he truly wanted
through song, as opposed to his

previous album. This approach, he
says, gave him the time to become
aware of his own voice, "You
start when you're ready, and you
stop when you're done." Harrison
also believes that this album has
a "very satisfying fullness to it,"
something, he feels, the previous
album might have lacked.
Inspired by the people around
him; the "Good, bad, ugly, and the
beautiful," Noah Harrison says
that the meaning of this album is
best left up to the audience's interpretation. In making music, he
believes that it is just about finding what makes you happy or puts
you at peace. He hopes that others enjoy listening to it as much as
he did creating it, stressing that,
it's not about selling the music,
it's about letting people hear it. It
May Only be Ignorance, as well
as other works by Noah Harrison
can be found at www.noahharrison.com or at most Bullmoose
Music stores.

The double life ofJamie Vaughn
BY ALETHIA MILLER
"
1·
Nor'easter Staff
Jamie Vaughn, the animal facilities supervisor at UNE, leads
a double life of sorts. By day he
works at the university, a laboratory technician with over eight
years of experience managing
animal colonies and conducting
research. By night, he is an artist and writer of fantasy, in the
process of building his reputation before taking his work to the
next level. A lab technician with a
heavy art background might be an
unusual thing to find in a medical
school, but Vaughn feels his discipline in one field always supports
the other.
"A good work ethic in the lab
can translate into successful drawings. And vice versa," Vaughn
says.
At present, Vaughn divides
his time evenly between work,
writing, and drawing. As a relatively new author, Vaughn is
working on illustrating a novel
of fantasy that he has written, a
prequel to a much longer, nearly
4000-page project he wrote in his
graduate school days.
Vaughn says that while working on campus can be draining,
it doesn't deny him the time he
needs to focus on his other passions. "At times my job here can
be all about routine. I have lots of
time to let my mind wander, so
I'm pretty much always thinking
about something. A new picture
design, a new plot branch to explore ... it might sound weird, but
the rigors of animal work can be
quite conducive to art, at least
in the planning stages," stated
Vaughn.
Hoping to provide an illustration per chapter of his 30-

ASHLEY D'ENTREMONT

HARRISON ALBUM COVER: Noah Harrison on the cover of his second album
titled, I t M ay Only be Ignorance

An open stage and an
•
. openm1c
BY KATIE DUNBAR
Nor'easter News

JOHN LOWERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS
VAUGHN: Artist and Animal Facility Supervisor,Jamie Vaughn

chapter novel by sometime next
year, Vaughn admits it's ambitious.
"It's definitely possible, I just
need to set aside the time to do
it," said Vaughn.
In 2005, Vaughn claims to
have made the best decision of his
life--renting his own personalized studio space. He calls it his
space away from everything else,
which allows him to immerse
himself in his artwork. Before,
the numerous distractions at
home made it difficult to focus on
artwork alone. And after working
all day at UNE maintaining the
animal research program's colonies, Vaughn found it difficult to
come home and step away from
his work.
Vaughn manages mice on a
daily basis through breeding programs, cage changes, and regulating their feeding habits. Dealing
with mice on a daily basis is no

picnic, but the job entitles him to
a worthy reward.
"It supports my other endeavors in art," said Vaughn, "and
it helps me maintain my studio
project because it is so flexible."
He also helps keep track of
experiments and trains work study
students. "There is such a sense of
satisfaction from it," Vaughn remarks about his work, "The range
of studies here can be quite fascinating. Whether it's looking for
ways to combat morphine addiction, diabetes, or new ways to deal
with headaches, there is always
something of note happening
around here."
Each experiment has an
agency and grant funding it. Previous projects have involved in the
U.S. Navy and the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
'Tm supporting the research,
by keeping the animals healthy
Please see VAUGHN, page 12

As the lights start to dim
and Ben Kilcollins takes the
stage a whoop is called out from
somewhere in the audience. The
Southern Maine Open Mic
Night is underway.
Kilcollins is a regular at
Open Mic, and also plays at local
bars and cafes. Between guitar,
harmonica, and vocals, Kilcollins
displays a lot of talent when on
stage.
The event started back in
2003 when it was first organized
by Rick Rose and Jon Connary.
Last year, the event was given
new life, with more than 100
people coming to a single event.
Kari Cruanes and Jamie
Nichols, currently help to run
Open Mic, along with a lot of
work by the Event Support Team.
Cruanes and Nichols advertise
the event throughout campus,
creating flyers and Facebook
events. Once a full roster of six
performers is booked, they publicize a lineup of acts to promote
further interest in the event.
Cruanes and Nichols both
agreed that their favorite parts
of being involved with Open
Mic are watching the show and
getting to know the performers.
Nichols also mentioned a desire
to see more students getting involved on campus.
"This is something I would come
to anyway, so why not run it," said
Cruanes.
The event draws a large number of performers and even more
spectators-even some who are
willing to stand in the back to

watch the event.
"It's a very laid-back atmosphere," said Cruanes, "so there
is not too much pressure on performers."
Open Mic also has a very
low cost.
Starbucks donates
coffee to each event, and people
can purchase food at the Hang.
Also, there is no entrance fee, so
performers can get on stage with
nothing to lose.
Though most of the performances are music, the event
is open to other types of acts as
well. Poetry, humor, or in Chad
'the Hang Guy' Haynes' case, human instrumentals, are also welcomed with much applause.
Improvising is abundant at
Open Mic, from handling cellular disturbances at the opening
of an act, to musical groups that
virtually formed overnight.
"We just decided to play together a couple nights ago," said
Jeff Denoncour after the Open
Mic on September 28.
Another frequent performance at Open Mic is the musical group, "The Transfers," which
consists of Dean Johnson, and
Mike Wells, and Greig Parlin.
As the opening act of the October 19 event, Johnson and Parlin
performed their new song "Let It
Burn."
"The students really get into
it, and sing along to some of their
songs," said Cruanes.
The next Open Mic will be
on December 7. It will be a special holiday event complete with
a variety of decorations and a festive theme. "Storm Surge," the
pep band, will hopefully play at
the event, perhaps along with the
"Bee Sharps" faculty group.
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and robust. Healthy animals
give you happy researchers," said
0
Vaughn.
Being interested in research
makes it difficult to return ho~e
and unwind, leaving him to rely
on his studio for a sense of relaxation. This studio has furthered
his opportunity in creating more
artwork. His primary medium is
pencils of varying values, a technique he developed through years
of art school and personal practice.
"Working in this fashion can
be challenging," Vaughn said, because he must use various shades
of black and white to depict what
degrees of color would normally.
Usually Vaughn spends two to
three weeks fabricating his pieces,
depending on the size and complexity of the word. While he has
put on seven different art shows
in various locations over the past
few years, Vaughn has more recently begun to explore illustration projects on a larger, more
JAMlE VAUGHN
commercial scale.
FLOWERS: A Jamie Vaughn illustration for a children book in progress entitled, 7he
In 2001, Vaughn graduated Magic efMrs. MaGee.
from the Maine College of Art,
which heightened his fascination ticular scenes as the story unfolds. reflect on his art career as it gains
with pencil art and design. Cur- The book will be published in momentum.
rently Vaughn and his friend are March 2008.
"Working at UNE puts me
in the process of making a chilThis undertaking will be in contact with a lot of very indren's book, entitled 7he Magic of no walk in the park. However, teresting people. All of them, and
Mrs. MaGee, the story tells the Vaughn takes each day in stride, my experiences here, feed into my
tale of an Irish fortuneteller and by focusing on his work as an ani- art in some fashion. Plus, knowher impact on a group of chil- mal facilities supervisor and then ing that I'm supporting important
dren attending a birthday party. a dedicated illustrator at night.
research on cai:npus grants me a
Vaughn's contribution to this
While it is an unusual mar- certain energy and confidence
work will come in the form of riage of worlds, science and art, that I tend to carry with me into
eleven individual pencil pieces, all Vaughn says that the routines of the studio," said Vaughn.
of which will correspond to par- the day give him plenty of time to
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BY KATIE DUNBAR
Nor'easter Staff
The Portland Museum of Art
has a lot to offer UNE students
these days; a variety of exhibits
and events to suit all tastes. Not
to mention free admission.
Current exhibitions include
the, "Scott M. Black Collection:
Impressionism and the Modern
Age." This collection includes a
variety of pieces by artists such as
Claude Monet, Auguste Rodin,
Pablo Picasso, and many more.
With forty works from a variety
of styles and eras, these paintings, sculptures, and various other
pieces convey a history of art from
a different perspective. Showing
through December 16, this exhibition alone is worth the trip.
Also on display this month is
"Graphite," a collection of drawings, paintings, and sculptures
using this one flexible medium.
Robert Solotaire, Scott Davis,
Brett Bigbee, and several more
have art on display in this unique
collection. The pieces consist of
portraits, abstracts, and diverse
drawings that are sure to engage
the mind and stimulate the senses.
Only showing through November
25, be sure to catch this exhibition
before it is too late.
"Both Sides of the Camera:
Photographs from the Collection of Judith Ellis Glickman"
will be ·on display with an enormous selection of over a hundred
pieces by Gordon Parks, Barbara
Morgan, Dorothea Lange, Paul
Strand, and many more. Hollywood portraits, Maine landscapes,
and a variety of other images will
be at the museum through January 6,2008.
An ongoing display at the
museum is a selection of works by
N. C. Wyeth, famous for his illustrations in books by Robert Louis
Stevenson, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, and many others. Renown for his depictions of classic

American character, Wyeth often
illustrates the independent ideology and western heroism typical
of this nation's values.
Sunday mornings live music
can be heard, with jazz breakfa6ts
from 10:30 a.m. till noon. Food
can be purchased in the cafe, but
viewing and listening to the music is free with admission. On
November 11, Doc's Banjo Band
will be playing, and upcoming
groups include the Sally Davis
Trio, Devin Gray, and Port City
Jazz. Only available through December 16, this music is a treat for
anyone stopping by the museum.
Other events include adult
classes with the Drawing Club,
this month emphasizing "Graphite," to accompany this month's
theme. Participants will have a
chance to meet some of the artists featured in the exhibition,
observe the pieces on display, and
sketch in the galleries. The club
meets Wednesdays, November 7
through November 28 from 10
a.m. to 12 p.m., costing forty dollars (only thirty five dollars for
members) for all four sessions.
The museum will also be
hosting Classic Film Nights in the
Auditorium at 6 p.m. on Fridays.
Gaslight with Ingrid Bergman,
will be showing on November 9,
for only five dollars admission.
November 16, The Magnificent
Ambersons by Orson Welles will
b.: showing, with many characters
who'.s portraits are on display in
the exhibition, Both Sides of the
Camera: Photographs from the
Collection of Judith Ellis Glickman.
The Portland Museum of Art
is constantly hopping with a variety of these types of events and
exhibitions. For more information on upcoming events and exhibitions, check online at http://
portlandmuseum.org or call (207)
755-6148. Or just swing down to
Congress Square in Portland and
see for yoursel£
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The solution for the Suduko puzzle will be published in the next issue ofNor'easter News

DARK HARBOR FISHERMEN: One of the selected N. C. Wyeth works on display at the Portland Museum of Art.
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UNE Food Services Survey

Established 2007

*All responses are from members of the UNE community (faculty, staff, students)
*Results come from approximately 100 submissions

Editors' Opinions
The dining services on the University campus have always been
a topic of discussion amongst the UNE community. Having Sodexho
as our sole provider of food on campus, it seems that students are not
getting the full benefits of their costly room and board fee. Several
other college campuses offer Sodexho food services but they seem to
be offered higher quality food. The gen~ral consensus though is that
Sodexho has made an effort to satisfy the needs of students by offering
other options like the Take-3 service in Alfond, along with the new
layout of the cafeteria.
What UNE needs more of, is outside competition. UNE should
provide a flex dollar plan that could be used in addition to the Sodexho
meal plan and that could be used to purchase food at an on-campus
third party business such as a Subway, Dunkin Donuts, etc.
Have we sold our soul to Sodexho? Several other college campuses provide. such services so why can't UNE do the same? Perhaps
by bringing in a third party business, there would be some competition
that could provide some exhilaration to the food services on campus
while keeping costs down.
A huge thought for concern is that too much focus is brought
upon Sodexho as the source of the problem alone, and not UNE. A
further investigation is needed into the business aspect between UNE
and Sodexho in determining how much of the room and board fee
UNE is actually investing in the food services on campus and whether
or not this can be adjusted to optimize the food service needs of the
UNE community.
As for now, any change Sodexho can provide us with can only
be an improvement as they have demonstrated this semester. But still
a call for the return of the sandwich bar is strongly suggested along
with more efficient line control. To satisfy the UNE community, it is
the responsibility ofUNE and Sodexho to listen to the voices brought
forward in the community and then act upon those voices together accordingly to enhance the food services provided on campus.
7he editorial represents the majority view ofthe Nor'easter News editorial board, which comprises john Lowery, Tyler Gowen, Ashley Walsh, Tyler
Raymond, Megan Cadigan, Marissa Simoes, Scott Tresselt, Katie Dunbar,
Jim Cormier, Hannah Mercer, Emeline Emery, and Denise Giuvelis.

O n a scale of 1-5 ( 1 being worse, 5 being better), do you belleve the food services have impro ved
on campus?

1: 3%

2: 17%

3: 47%

4: 29%

5: 4%

What is your favorite food that is provided by food services on campus?

Top 3 results: sandwiches (buffalo wraps), pizza, salad
What is your least favorite food that is provided by food services on campus?

Top 3 results: undercooked meat, vegetables, the items that you don't recognize
Do you belleve the new layout inside the cafeteria is more effecient?

Yes: 77%

No: 23%

Do you feel the atmosphere in the cafeteria is comfortable?

Yes: 90%

No: 10%

Do you belleve that th~ Unes are reasonable in the cafeteria/hang?

Cafeteria- Yes: 67% No: 33% / Hang- Yes: 56% No: 44%
Have you used the new T ake-3 services provided by food services in Alfond?

Yes: 50%

No: 50%

Do you find the new cafeteria hours to be convenient?

Yes: 70%

No: 30%

What is one thing that you would Uke to have changed about the food servic~s prc;>vided here
on campus?
·

Top 3 results: original sandwhich bar (make your own), more options during off hours, shorter
lines
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Sodexho Dining Services for better or for worse
Better or
Worse,
You Decide

BYJIM CORMIER
Opinion Editor
Having been here for well
over two years now, and being
literally constrained to Sodexho
food services daily, my bowels
have formed what one would likely describe as almost a marriagelike relationship with the food on
campus.
If you are fortunate enough
to have eaten the food on campus
and have just read that opening
statement you are probably assuming that the rest of this article
is out to "bash" Sodexho and the
food services our school has provided us with.
To some extent you are correct in . that I will be voicing my
personal thoughts on this matter
as any other written article in the
opinion section of a newspaper
would do. However, 't he main focus of this article is to also provide
information gathered through a
personal account and try to provoke others in the UNE comn:m-

nity to voice their own opinions but they are just having probtoward such a talked about mat- lems themselves in promoting
ter.
the community to SPEAK UP.
Too many times have I heard Sodexho has attempted .this year
complaints from members of the in providing the university with
UNE community about the food a few changes. Some of these
services on campus and yet I have changes have been for the better
seen little action taken by those to and others for the worse.
do·something about it.
A huge predicament that
There have been surveys dis- Sodexho was well aware of was
tributed by Sodexho via email the considerable increase in the
asking for opinions on the food student body this year and the
services provided on campus. The trouble with being able to feed
general consensus that I have tak- everyone.
en in is that a fair amount of peoThere are several changes and
ple instinctively delete the email new accommodations that have
as they do not wish to take the all helped Sodexho in being able to
but five minutes to perform the feed everyone.
task.
The one change that I found
To my surprise, when I per- to be most controversial is that
formed my own food survey just class schedules have been slightly
outside of the cafeteria doors for adjusted so that not all students
this issue of the Nor'easter News, will be able·to go to lunch during
it was quite astonishing as to how .the typical "rush hours."
many people were willing to take
I myself have three classes a
the same amount of time to do week that are scheduled during
the survey with pen and paper these rush hours and it can be a
as opposed to the online surveys nuisance in finding enough time
before or after my class to eat a
provided by Sodexho.
This minor change in actio·n nutritious meal.
lea_ds me to believe that the comOf course, Sodexho has exmunity just needs a slight push in tended the hours in the cafeteria
order to get them to be more ac- but does thi~ justify having to eat
tive, which was my point in writ- at whatever hours Sodexho finds
ing this article.
most convenient in order to feed
, 1
I believe that Sodexhp, has everyone?
been well aware of the concerns
A change ·that I did find-very
with the food services on campus impressive and effective is the use

of the Alfond Cafe. Students can
now use their meal plans there
with the Take-3 option. Students
can choose 1-entree, salad or
sandwich, 1-snack, and 1-beverage and have one meal swiped off
of their meal plan for that week.
I've used this option several
times already as I find it works
great if I am in a rush that day
and cannot wait in the cafeteria
lines for food.
Although there are not many
options yet to choose from between the entrees and the snacks,
I believe that Sodexho would take
action by adding more options if
the student body were to speak up
and ask for them.
I encourage anyone who
hasn't used the Take-3 option in
Alfond to try it someday and let
Sodexho or I know of your comments or concerns.
If Sodexho could do something like this in the Hang as well
then I believe they would please a
lot of students with meal plans.
The drawback to this is that
the Hang already has a tendency
to create a long line like that in
the cafeteria. The issue of the long
lines still ?eems to be a problem
that Sodexho i~ faced with, but
they have made it better this year
in cor_nparison to_ the pre~i'.:us
years.
Whil~ there will always be

issues to address with the food
services on campus, I believe that
Sodexho has attempted to make
some beneficial changes this year
and they should receive commen- .
dation for their attempts to address everyone's concerns'.
I hope that my goal for writing this article was successful in
that it has generated some discussion, and that members of the
UNE community will submit articles for publication in the next
issue of Nor'easer News in the
form of"Letters to the Editor" to
jcormierl@mail.une.edu.
Also, if you wish to send suggestions or comments directly to
the dining services on campus, go
to http://unedining.com

Voices in the Crowd

BIG MEALS .
OFF CAMPUS.·
r-,....J
!

You won't find food like this in the dining hall. At Bugaboo Creek Steak House, we offer a selection of tasty

appetizers, en trees and desserts as wide as the Rocky Moun~ains. So gather up some friends and come on out for

lunch or dinner today. No matter what you're hungry for, our friendly staff is the perfect guide to lead you through.

Here's just a sampling ,to getyour mouth watering.

"UNE food services has
accommodated to the
needs of athletes well"
- Karlee Hackett '09

"Where's the
Ketchup"
- Ryan Gallagher '10
Eric Field '09

the Purchase
$ 5 0 FF With
of $15 or More

NSP UNF

Coupon expires 12/ 2 /0 7. Good for food purchases only. Not redeemable
for cash. Gratuity not included. We reserve the
right to limit this coupon to one per table, per
visit. Not valid where prohibited by law.
Cannot he combined with another offer.

Come in tod,ry for lunch or dinner and
enj<ry the taste of the Roclry Mountains right
here inyour own neighborhood.

South Portland ~07-773-5400
On Gorham Road behind Maine Mall

To rrcrivt all tht la!tsf nra;.s, promolioru and txclu.sive afftrs from Bugaboo Creek Steak Houst. sign up for the Creek Club at wu Cti. bugaboo<retk.tom tod(ij!

"Theres' a1ways

"Power to the
Chowder!"

grilled cheese ... "

- Donny Young '09

- Jim Cormier '09
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EVENTS CALENDAR
NOVEMBER5-DECEMBER2
FRIDAYS:

MONDAYS:
11/05/2007
Resume and Cover Letter Doctor
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Location: UC Sutton Lounge

Oxfam Hunger Banquet
5:30 PM- 7:00 PM
Location: UC Cafeteria Function
rooms 1 &2

11/09/2007
UC APB Recycled Percussion
8:00 PM -11:00 PM
Location: Biddeford City Theatre

Men's Ice Hockey Game- AWAY
UNEvs.MIT
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Location: Cambridge, M A

11/12/2007
So, tell me about yourself....
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Location: UC Sutton Lounge
Learn how to interview for positive results, and get some practice.

11/26/2007
Basketball Doubleheader -AWAY
5:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Location: Colby College
Women 5:30 PM; Men 7:30 PM

WC Movie:
I Now Pronounce You Chuck &
Larry
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Location: Wing Lounge

WC Bingo
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Location: CHP Lecture Hall

TUESDAYS:
11/06/2007
UC USG Blood Drive
11/13/2007
I2H2 CHP Film Series:
The Syrian Bride
5:15 PM - 8:00 PM
Location : WCC
CHP Lecture Hall

11/20/2007
Basketball Doubleheader -AWAY
5:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Location : Bowdoin College
Women 5:30 PM; Men 7:30 PM
Swim Meet - AWAY
UNE at Colby
6:45 PM - 8:45 PM
Location : Waterville, Maine

WEDNESDAYS:
11/07/2007
CORE: Speaker Series
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
Location: UC St. Francis Room
Speaker: Julie Norem, Ph.D.
I2H2 CHP Seminar Series: Evidence for the Art of Practice
12:00 PM - 1:30 PM
Location: WCC - CHP Lecture
Hall
UC USG Blood Drive
1:00 PM - 7:00 PM

11/14/2007
WCC An Evening of Activism

10:00 AM - 10:00 PM
Location: Ludke Auditorium

11/21/2007
Thanksgiving Holiday begins for
all programs except COM which
starts at 12pm noon
12:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Classes for COM up to 12 noon.
No classes for the rest of the University.
11/28/2007
Men's Basketball Game - AWAY
UNE vs. St.Joseph's College
7:30 PM- 9:30 PM
Location: Standish, Maine

11/16/2007
Men's Basketball Game - AWAY
UNE at Thomas Inviational
Location: Waterville, Maine

UC UNEidol
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Location: The Hang

11/15/2007
Spotlight Series: Ghana
Calendar : Events
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
Location: UC St. Francis
Spotlight series presentation on
Ghana by CAS student, Gerry
Andy. Lunch is provided.

Resume and Cover Letter Doctor
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Location: UC-Sutton Lounge

UC Thanksgiving Dinner for
Students
4:30 PM - 7:30 PM
Location: Decary Dining Hall

11/29/2007
WC Student Wellness Seminar
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
Location: Wing Lounge
UC Hang Comedy
9:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Location: The Hang

UC Sexapalooza &HC Sex Show
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Location: Multi-purpose rooms

SATURDAYS:
11/10/2007
Cross Country Meet - AWAY
NCAA III Regional
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM_
Location: New London, Conn.
Swim Meet - AWAY
Regis College Invitational
12:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Location: Regis College
Men's Ice Hockey Game - AWAY
UNE vs. University of Vermont
5:30 PM - 7:30 PM
Location: Burlington, VT

11/17/2007
Men's Basketball Game - AWAY
Thomas Invitational
Location: Waterville, Maine
Women's Basketball Game AWAY .
Babson Invitational
Location: Babson Park, Mass.

THURSDAYS:
11/08/2007
WC Mindtripping Show
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

11/30/2007
Annual Christmas Craft Show
Location: WCC- Finley Gym

Swim Meet
UNE vs. Husson/Wheelock
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Location: UC - Campus Center

12/1/2007
Annual Christmas Craft Show
Location: WCC- Finley Gym
Men's Basketball Game
UNE vs. Wentworth
1:00 PM- 3:00 PM.
Location: UC - Campus Center
Swim Meet
UNE vs. Colby-Sawyer/WNEC
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Location: UC - Campus Center
Women's Basketball Game AWAY
UNE at Thomas College
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Locatio11: Waterville, Maine
UC APB Hypnotist - Dale K
8:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Location: Multi-purpose rooms

SUNDAYS:
11/11/2007
Men's Ice Hockey Game - AWAY
UNE vs. University of Vermont
Location: Burlington, VT
11:15 AM - 1:15 PM
UC APB Movie
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Location: Alfond 113

11/18/2007
Women's Basketball Game
Location: Babson Park, Mass.
Babson Invitational

11/25/2007
UC APB Movie
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Location: Alfond 113
12/2/2007
Annual Christmas Craft Show
Location: WCC- Finley Gym
UC APB Movie
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Location: Alfond 113
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ATTENTION CAT LOVERS
HART (Homeless Animal Rescue Team) is a shelter and adoption center just for cats located in Cumberland. All cats are tested,
spayed, or neutered, and brought current on all of their vaccinations.

Homeless

The cats reside in an open environment which allows them to play,
jump, hide, run, and form bonds with one another so you see their
true personality.
There are over 100 cats and 60 kittens available for adoption, of all
descriptions and personality types. HART cats are adopted out as
inside cats only. These are just a few of the available cats:

of Maine

MITTENS
Mittens is a beautiful slightly older gray and white cat that was surrendered by the owner after they got a dog that scare her. She is very
gentle and sweet, and loves to play. She is used to a busy family life
with older kids. Her favorite pastime is lounging in the sun or sitting
next to you on the couch. She also likes to help you at your desk while
you are working. Mittens has a pretty sleek gray coat with white paws,
nose, and chest. She is definitely a lap cat who loves your undivided
attention and will reward you with loud purrs.

SOPHIA
Sophia is a truly special lady. She is a beautiful gray and white kitty
with big copper eyes that follow your every move. She is calm and
relaxed and a real sweetie pie. This is the ultimate lap kitty. Sophia has
pretty medium length fur and enjoys being groomed. She's friendly to
all.. ,including dogs and children.. When you come home from work
she will run to greet you, and then follow you around like a puppy.
Sophia has been well loved and sadly, was surrendered due to finances.
This is a wonderful kitty..come meet her and make her yours!

SPUNKY
Spunky is a 2 year old black and white male that lives up to his name.
He was a stray that spent the first part of his life in a garage. He is quite
playful and rambunctious and loves to pretend to wrestle. Spunky is a
really cool guy that would make himself right at home with you. He
should probably not be with young children as he may play a little
rough, but would be good with teensor another cat or dog to romp
around with.

PADDY
Paddy is a wonderfully sweet orange 5 - 6 year old male who hails from
New Orleans and was rescued after Katrina. He has feline Aids. He is
healthy with no symptoms and can live a very long, full life in a stressfree ·home. Paddy would need to either be the only cat or with another
cat with Aids. He has no special needs except that he loves attention
and definitely needs a nice home after losing his due to the hurricane.
He's quite affectionate and is a lap cat! Paddy has lots of personality.

For information, call 829-4116 or e-mail HART at info@hartofme.com. Check out the web site at www.hartofme.com.
HART is open by appointment and there is an Open House on the first Saturday of every month from 11 to 3. HART is
· tocated ~n the corner of Rt. 100 and Range Rd., in Cumberland.

